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* Member
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Member
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American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
Member of Faculty Association, State of Illinois

NUCLEAR LICENSES HELD: None at this time
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14/94 to Present:

05/90 to 11/94:

1980 to 1990:

09190 - 6/1995:

Staff Engineer (Supplier Evaluation Specialist), Supplier Evaluation Services,
Commonwealth Edison Company, Downers Grove
Senior Engineer, Nuclear Engineering, Commonwealth Edison Company,
Downers Grove
Civil/Structural Engineer, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation, Boston,
MA (Served NUSCO, Duquesne Light & Power, VEPCo, Texas Utilities and
Westinghouse prior to ComEd)
Part Time Instructor at Natural Sciences Department, College of DuPage,
Illinois l
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Oscar Shirani, P.E.

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY:

Versatile structural engineering experience including management and business development.
Excellent at developing marketing strategies, setting priorities and meeting objectives, providing
innovative solutions and team building, training and leading engineers. Strong technical and
quality background blended with project management. Personal strengths include integrity, high
motivation, a passion for meeting challenges and strong creative ability.

SIGNIFICANT PROFESSIONAL 8 TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT:

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

* Initiated and coordinated processes to reduce cost in analysis for the seismic and structural
weak link qualification of the Motor Operated Valves (MOVs) at all six CoimEd stations.

* Developed and promoted engineering in-house support capability for MOV issues, and
created a technical support team dedicated to all ComEd stations.

* Managed to collect design material for in-house analysis eliminating the cost multiple
contacts with vendors.

* Provided technical specialty support in analysis of vendor CFR Part 21 issues, eliminating
downtime and replacement costs.

* Responded to numerous NRC questions through Nuclear Licensing Department orn
operability issues, and provided justifications for continued operation.

* Performed seismic analyses for structural frames, concrete beams, slabs, walls, and
embedded and surface mounted plates.

* Designed retaining walls to resist earth landslide and hydrostatic loads resulting from
Possible Maximum Flood (PMF).

U Designed and analyzed the turbine building operating floor trusses.

* Qualified equipment anchorages, and designed reinformed concrete pier and pad
foundations.

• Performed concrete inspection of Cooling Towers & River .Screen House.

* Utilized codes such as AISC, AWS D1.1, ASTM, ASME, ACI, ANSI, UBC and other Industry
Standards.
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Oscar Shlrani, P.E.

QONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING:

* Directed foreman and construction engineers in the interpretation of specifications and
procedures to resolve field problems, eliminating unnecessary design changes at five
nuclear power plants other than ComEd.

* Initiated and resolved design changes, and justified ongoing construction activities including
final inspection.

* Recommended the most cost effective approach for construction nonconformances and
deficiencies.

QUALITY ASSURANCE LEAD AUDITOR:

Specialist in Quality Assurance programs of Suppliers, Manufacturers, and Architectural
Engineering organizations.

TECHNICAL WRITINGITRAINING-

* Prepared the Structural Design Criteria, Revision 0, for Dresderi and Quad Cities ComEd
nuclear stations.

*- Developed generic guidelines in the areas of Structural Support, Structural Rigging
Analysis, Seismic Scaffolding and MOV Seismic Qualification.

U Conducted 19 technical training sessions in i993 alone, at all CornEd nuclear stations in
Seismic Scaffolding, Structural Supports Rigging Criteria and MOVs.

* Trained and mentored over 300 engineers and other site personnel to develop in-house
technical capability.

* Developed new design criteria for Embedment Plates, Anchorage and Equipment at
Millstone Ill Nuclear Power Plant.

* Issued an in dustry technical paper on elastic-plastic analysis application for highly stressed
valve components for resolving operability.issues.

* Fracture Mechanics principals and applications by Structural Integrity & Associates

* The Bolted Joints by ASME

* Various welding design and applications courses by AWS

* Votes Training for Valve Operations

* Structural steel design for nuclear power plants by S&L



Oscar Shirani, P.E.

* Structural seismic design by S&L

* Probabilistic structural analysis by S&L

* Root Cause Analysis for Power Plants by Dr. Chung Chu

* Nuclear Utilities Procurement issues Committee Audit Training

* BWR and PWR Generic Systems Training

* Word Perfect for Windows training

* Marketing and Sales Concept by Resource Department & Training Institute

* Seismic Qualification Utilities Group (SQUG) walkdown training for A-46 Nuclear Plants

* The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People

* IEEE Add-On Training (extension of SQUG) by Dr. Kennedy

* Supervisory Interviewing Skills

* Codes and Standard Training

* Auditor/Technical Specialist Training per ASME/ANSI NQA-1, NQA-2, N45.2 .& 1 OCFR50
App. B

* Achieving Your Potentials

* Business Writing for Results, Fred Pryor Seminars

! Interpersonal Managing Skills

* Insights for Excellence

• Time Management

Oscar Shirani, P.E. Date

OS:Jkw/k:\nostaff\profiles~shiranil.doc
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. . SSE Mechanical up Cost Savings

Task loescription Cost Actual Savings

Engineering Evaluation of freeze
Freeze seals were performed by SSE
Seals 6@S5OOO 30.000 0 30000

Evaluations to hang lead shielding
were performed by SSE and Rad

Lead Protection using modules prepared
Shielding by S&L 200.000 50000 150000

no Evaluations done per TID by MM and
in SSE70 @53.000 210.000 0 (21 00

P.O.
Transfer

Tech Perform Engineering Review for
Evars Drnfflng Onlf DCR's 4 Q S1000 4000 0 400

Perform Evaluations of Furmanite
Boxes where instflation Is not within

Furmanite scope of TD 4 @ S1500 6000 0 6000
Misc:
Design Quallficatlon of nutserLs for seismic
Work mounting of AR440 Relays 5000 0 5000 _

Perform Engineering Evaluation to I
allow Installation of VP chiller

Dan-; Al Y pressure gauge 1000 0 1000
Repair of CV221 Sockolet guidance
provided to perform repair such that
no RT required 7000 2000 5000
Repair of Arc Strike on Rx head vent C
piping without RT by Irnposing a
reduction In allowable 'tress 5500 1500 4o000 ;
Design to replace DG bolts wIth studs
and nuts 3000 0 3000 : _

DisposItion DR 0693-0162
overpressurizatlon of DO piping by

_ calculating stresses 1500 0 1500 _

Allow grinding on FW 26A heater
_ tubesheet 1000 0 1000 I
Use previous evaluatons to accept c
B2R04 pressurizer temperature

_ transient 5000 0 5000
Replace leaking Kerotest valve with a
KSB by Tech Eval performing

_ majority of evaluation In house 15000 2000 13000 L
Determine Tmin for 2FW075A check

_ valve - 3000 0 3000
Perform ECCS room cooler heat
exchanger test result analysis

12@S5000 =1o00 0 10000

Total 451500 I
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June 1, 1993

Subject: Promotion Recommendation
Oscar Shirani

Mr. D. Shamblin;

Mr. Shirani has Worked in the Mechanical & Structural Design
Group for three years. His performance evaluation '(PPR) during
that time has been excellent. He has contributed to the overall
success of the group and has a solid work record. His major
accomplishments include:

1. The first accomplishment is the cost containment of the
MOV Seismic program. His innovative approach saved
over $2 million in analysis cost. He has also reduced
the number of emergency calculations necessitated by
testing. This assisted in reducing the impact of the
MOV program on the sites.

2. He has developed a.rigging criteria to significantly
reduce the number of rigging requests that are sent to
the outside engineering contractors. He has conducted
training for the site engineers as well as the
contractor trade personnel. The training was thorough
and well understood by the craft personnel.

3. He has trained'and mefitored young engineers. He has
set an example of professionalism. His efforts were
significant in establishing the Mechanical & Structural
Design Group as the reliable source of expert
engineering opinion. He has worked with the
maintenance staff and Site Engineers to ensure the
engineering products meet the customers expectations.

Mr. Shirani obtain b ge in Civil
Engineering fro at W.V.I.T A ]
(in 2 ' years vs. 4 years). He completed his M.S.
Degree in Civil Engineerin m George Washington
University in 1% years in



Oscar joined Stone & Webster.Engineering Corp. in 1980
as an Engineer and promoted to Senior Engineer in.1984
and a Lead Engineer in 1986 and also supervised 15'
Engineers for almost 2 vears- He has been involved in
Structural Analysis and Construction Engineering and
Management with the utilities such as Virginia Electric
& Power (North Anna & Surry Nuclear Plants), Northeast
Utilities (Millstone III), Duquesne Light & Power
(Beever Valley III), and Texas Utilities (Comanche
Peak) as a SWEC Member. He joined CECo in, 'ay 19%§ at
Downers Grove as a Principal Engineer. Hei s also a
part-time Math-Instructor at the College of DuPage. He
is a registered Professional Engineer since 1985.

We would add that before joining Commonwealth Edison
Company,. Mr. Shirani had ten years experience in the commercial
nuclear industry at an A/E firm. This experience added to his
excellent performance and justifies the request that he be
promoted to Senior Engineer at the next promotional opportunity.

If you have any questions, please contact me.

Prepared by:' B. Ry a

Approved by: Brennan

h:/wpdoc/proos



Oscar Sbirani

Category 1: Academic and Training Accomplishments

Internal and External Specialized Training Related to Field.

MEEE Add On Training (Extension of SQUG) by Dr. Kennedy - 3 days class
Seismic Qualification Users Group (SQUG)- 5 days class
VOTES training (Valve Operations and Testing)- 5-days class
Linear and Non-Linear Fracture Mechanics principals and applications Course by Structural Integrity and
Associates- 6 days class
Welding Design and applications by AWS- 3 days class
Root Cause Aiialysis course by FPI International, Dr. Chung Chiu- 3 days class
Structural Steel Design for nuclear power plants by S&L -3 days class
'Structural Seismic Design for nuclear power plants by S&L -3 days class
Probabilistic Structural-Analysis by S&L - 3 days class
Codes and Standards training - I day class

ASME Bolted joint course- I day class
Generic BWR Systems course- 10 days class
Generic PWR Systems course -10 days class

Total of 56 days (I per 5 class days)--------- ii Candidate Rating Points.

Masters Degree in Civil Engineering 10 Points

Registered Professional Engineer -e-- -- 5 Points

Total Points in Category 1: 26>20>10

Note: Minimum Points Required for promotion to Technical Expert (Level 9) 10
Minimum Points Required for promotion to Principal Technical Expert (Level 10) - 20
I did not account for my college level teaching since I have taught Mathematics for five (5) years
at COD and not the Engineering courses. I taught Engineering courses at the graduate school.



Category H: Industry Exposure

National Publications: Presented three (3) technical papers at MUG meeting (with the NRC presence from
all regions). ASME PVP conference, and APC in the subjects of Motor operated Valves operability
evaluations, elastic/plastic arguments to justify MOV yoke stresses exceeding the yield allowables, and
short term seismic applications on structures.
Also presented the MOV valve operability evaluation methodology to uni Gavoula, from NRC's region 3
in 1994 to justify the operability of over 60 MOV's at Dresden and Quad Cities which exceeded the design
licenses allowables and justified the continued operation which saved our Company millions of dollars.

Note: In the NRC GL 89-10 program, utilities faced with the qualification of many safety related MOV's
being under designed in term of seismic and thrustAorque values specially in the old vintage plants such
as Dresden, Quad Cities, and Zion Stations . In the process of seismic qualification of some MOV's, the
resultant loading components exceeded way above the yield strength of the limiting components such as
Valve yokes which rendered those valves inoperable. My technical paper defended those valves in the
order of 50% above yield strength of the yoke material and proved the valve operability by establishing
deformation as an acceptance criteria by using the Elastic/Plastic analysis argument of the material. This
methodology convinced the NRC that we don't have to shut down the plant everytime that we exceed the
design allowables. Please note that there were no operability limits established by NRC nor the industry.
That is the reason why this paper got a lot of utilities' attention, because it saves them millions of dollars
by avoiding the plant shutdown and allows them to replace the overstressed valve Yokes in the next
planned refueling outag tchat my lasi supervisor did not even publicly admired lwfor ti

ask nd amalrostpsitVC hatanyother Company would heave at least ackcnowledge this achievement )

a numerous ASME and MUG technical papers in the areas of pressure locking and thermal
binding and finite element analysis of valve components.

Category 111: Work experience

Specialty experience: 12 years in the areas of Mechanical/Structural analysis anrd Equipment qualification
3 years in the area of Motor Operated Valve seismic qualification and weak link
analysis.

Performance Rating: All Exceptional", except 1995 rating which was ME+ due to being in the SES for
the first year and in the learning stage.

I have also prepared/reviewed many TID's (Technical information Documents) in the areas of Structural
Rigging analysis,.Stuctural pipe support analysis, Seismic Structural Scaffolding, Mbtor Operated Valves
Seismic and Weak Link analysis which are utilized by all our six (6) nuclear Stations on a daily routine
basis.

Society Memberships:

Member of ASME, AISC, AS CE, ASQC, and ACI.
Pursuing the ASME committee membership in the area of Fabrication and Materials Engineering.

For the remaining accomplishments and credentials please refer to my updated Resume.



August 23, 1995
QVL 22-95-043

Mr.D. Felz
Supplier Evaluation Services
ComEd

Subject: Thank You!

Dear Don

Thank you for the assistance of Mr.O. Shirani during the weeks of July 24 through August
9, 1995; His contribution to Zion's Engineering and Technical Support Audit as an Auditor.
greatly contributed to the effort on assessing the Zion Site Engineering Department.

Mr.Shirani needed very little direction in assessing the Design Calculations and other design
activities. Often, he worked without the assistance of other SQV personnel on the audit.
This allowed the others to concentrate in their assigned areas.

He was very diligent and often stayed late to write up a daily report of what he observed and
ideas for us t6 consider. Mr. Shirani understood Zion's perspective and offered other
viewpoints for consideration. This was especially demonstrated in the area of the potential
Part 21 issue. As a result of his independent assessment, we are examining and exploring
his recommendations and findings to improve the Design Control Process at Zion station.

Mr. Shirani set a high standard for technical auditors for our future audits.

Sincerely,

Kenneth J. Hansing
SQV Director
Zion Nuclear Power Station

cc: T. Kovach - Nuclear Oversight
S. Jaffery - CorEd, Audit Team Leader
E. Netzel - SES, D.G.
0. Shifani.- SES, D.G.
SQV Audit File - 22-95-05

. -- .: ..! E II ,. . . 7 - '.. .- J



May 21, 1991

Subject: Outstanding Achievement Award
Proposed Team Award

Mr. L.O. DelGeorge,

.As part of the overall corporate vision of improving the quality and cost
of the engineering support for the stations, our Mechanical & Structural
Design Group has issued a revised Structural Design Criteria for Dresden and
Quad Cities Stations. This new design criteria enables ENC, Stations* and
Architect/Engineer personnel to use a uniif ied, updated,. and complete design
criteria for questions in the structural area.

The team members who performed this effort were Mr. S. Bakhtiari and
Mr. 0. Shirani. By performing this work in-house, a savings of approximately
$370,0OQ was realized. Since the document is a Commonwealth Edison Document,
there is no proprietary information contained in it. This allows the document
to be transmitted to the various designers (A/E) who can use it for their
designs.

The team gathered the structural information from the UFSAR/FSAR,.
specifications, and the existing design criterion. They eliminated extraneous
information, corrected errors, and rewrote sections to eliminate the
proprietary content. This effort was reviewed by-the original designer and
the review comments were incorporated. The dodument was then issued for use.
The document has been used for design work at Dresden & Quad Cities and has
been well received by the A/E's performing design-work.

This effort deserves specibl attention because it represents an
implementation of employee empowerment. They identified the problem,
developed a solution, and requested resources. After receiving permission and
resources, they developed the interfaces, schedule, and scope.' The project
was completed under budget and has quality which is excellent.

-In conclusion, Mr. Bakhtiari and Mr. Shirani have shown the initiative
and ingenuity. to produce a Valuable design criteria; This effort should be
recognized and rewarded.

G. P. Wagner

ZMECH/1505
PD/klv
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AN APPLICATION OF ELASTIC-PLASTIC ARGUMENTS
TO JUSTIFY OPERABILITY OF

HIGHLY STRESSED MOTOR OPERATED VALVE YOKES

Curtis J. Warchol, P.E., S.E.
VECTRA Technologies, Inc.

Naperville, Illinois

Oscar Shlrani. P.E.
Commonwealth Edison Company

Downers Grove, Illinois

ABSTRACT
This paperpracnts an application of clastio-platic analysis

to just operability of highly strcssed Motor Opeated Valve
(MOY) yokes. The ductile properties of typkid carbon stees
crable valve yokes to exhibit strnctural capaeities wfih ar
consderably Ugher than normally prdicted by lincar anlyi.
Comrn o ndustry pmctic Is to use an Allowable Str O
higher. than 1.0 5, (minimnum specified yd struith) wbem
evaluang valve extended componerti (Le. yoke) for th
applicable load combinadons (ypcaly seismic combined wvh
thrust and torque). By cxamining the behavior ofa typical yoke
cross section whch Is strcssed beyond first yield, it can be
shown thal the yoke displancrrnit will remin on the order of
ehlasic dVplscmcnt until just belore the yokc reaches its plastic
moment capacity. Evicn at 95% of the paS&c iomena capacity,
the overall displacement Is only 60% grcater than that at firt
yield and the permanent deformation of the yoke is only on the
order of 20% of the diuplacerent aI first yied. Furthermore,
to ensure valve operability, the calculated yoke deformations can
be compd to the actual clearaces in the valve to cmure that
the stem will not bind and the valve will remain operable (i.e.,
functiorin). Based on these evaluation, an argument can be
made c '.jitify continuc opention of the valve evo if the
bxJa._.. ---- !. ctmre .e:xced the yd strength of the
inatc.il. As a result, bending momenl. on the order of 150%
of those allowed by the stndard yeld stres criterIa (1.0 S,) can
be justified.

BACKGROUND
Occasionilly a situation is encountered in which a cakulated

valve yoke overstresa brings the operability (or functionaliq) of
a valve into question. In this situation, if the caculated yoke
stresses exceed the specified ykld strength of the material the
valve muy have to be declared in-opcrable. This could cause
the plant (if operating) to go into an operating modc referred to

as an LCO (limiting conditions for operation) or posibly even
force a shuidown until the becessaxy modifications can be
pedormed. This paperprescets an aponatioa of an alternative
analysis rodhod to justify continued operain of the plant until
the next refucln ou~agc when a stronger yoke can be Instilled.

The design Areas allowabics h1Cb have commonly ber used
for MOY seismic qual3ficaons varyu droughoit thc Industry.
Depcyc oa thc specific regulatory commitments for a
particular tasoo, lo l vary anywhee ftrom 1.0 S
(ASME &Mwo ble stc s) to 1.0 S, (minimum specified yield
sength). Thes aSlowablcs have bcin established from either
Code recommendations and/or encc:esng judgznents. Since
the yoke Is an izctnded structure of the valve assezbly nd i
not a pressure boundry component, there is typically no clear
comnitnent to any specific Code of compliance. The use of.
thsc c.11owables Is based on the judtcment tha limiting the'
strcese I valve yokes to the clastc range will ensure that the
deformations will be small ind non-pemanentnd the valve will
remain functional. Experience bacch this judgement up, sinle
for later. vintage pIlnts valves 'ar required to demonstrate
functionaly under static side lod tests which typicay stiess
the yoi to near the ela-stic limi

When vacuw.ting ptla.' componentt :or tcvcre a cident sccnaiio..
(I.e., Emergency and Faulted type events), it is acceptable to
use 'higher' llowables Li permited by the ASME code ror
pressure boundary components. 'Tht 'higher' streas
alowtbles sn exceed the yicld strcngth of thc material .This
is allowcd beausc the inherent ductility of stcel resul In an
ultinatc capacity well beyond tht which corresponds to the first
yielding of the cross section's extreme ibcrs. TypicaUy this
approach hu not been considered appropriate for dynamic
cquipmcnt since cxcesuivedeformations could resultin mndering
the equipment non-functional. However, it it can be Ahow that
the actual detormstions are small enough such that -equipment
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functionality Is not compromised, then it should aso be
acceptable to cxceed the material yield strength for dyamic
equipment -iia 1.

ACTUAL BEHAVIOR
A common misconeeption in the behavior of a sted secon

subjected to bending is that once the yield stress is exceeded,
excessive permanent deformations will occur. On the contrary,
the actual permanent deformation Is relaively small until the
plastic moment capacity Is rcwed and a. plasti hinp is
formed. Figure 1 shows the s- a urve for a typical
carbon steel (most yokes ae made from carton steels). As scen
from the curve, once the yield strength Is exceeded excessive
strLin takes place. The misconception originate by confuing
.thhs curve (from a tensile test) with the behavior of a teel crou
section subjected to bkndi. In contra, the cross section
subjecte to bending behaves quic diffcretly. As the bending,
moment increases, it reaches thepoint of-first yield. Al this
p6int only the extreme ecrs of the cross section (the prt of the
cross section farthest from the netrl axis) begin to yield. As
the moment is Increased, the yldin progresse Viwrd towurd
the neutral axis until the entire cross section is yiclding. At this
point, known u the plastic moment capacity, a plastic hinge is
formed snd excessive deformation take place. Btwen tha
two points (first yield and plastic moment capacity) resides the
additionil capacity which can be utilized to justify operability
for ses where the first yield is exceeded.

An example of a typcal yoke leg subjected to a lateral force
will be used to demonstrate this behavior. For simplicity, the
example will only consider a searn mode' lateral load. In
applicaton, both directions of lateral load must be considered.
A discussion on the effects of axia load ard firme mode'
bending is provided In the next Section. (See 'Other
Consridetions')

Figure 2 ilustntes a typical rectgulr yoke kg subjected to a
lateral load (bum mode) due to a seismic accertion of the
actuator. In the elastic range, the displacement at the'top of the
yoke leg is given by the formula.

displacnent at the top of tie yoke leg normalized to first ykId&
As men fnrm the ga, th yoke behaves almost clasticany
unti the plstic moment ecapaciy Is approached. Te slope of
the linc(or the yoke sffness) is consant In the elastio range.
As the load is incrcazed And the membcr begins to yied, the
slope of the line XrdualZy decreases until it finally becomes
horizontal at the plstic moment capacity. At this point
cxecssivepernanet deformations will take place since a slU*
increase in load wi result n a mignificant Increase in pesmtana
defo hrtio

Point A on this curve reprcsents the applied load aud
displacement corresponding to a 1.5 S allowable stres crtea
as recommended by ASME Code Cae N4-2. Point B
represents the same purmeten except uwing a 1.0 3 criteriL
Points C, D nd E represent thesepretern st 1.2 S, (E%
P), 1.425, (9S% P) and 1.5 S, (100% P) respectively(P i
the load ausoe d with the plstic moment capacity). Poins F,
atnd H rpsent the permanent (Le. plastic) deformation,
cormspooding to Points C, D and B respectively, once the yoke
leg Is unoaded. Figure 4 shows the stress diagrams
corresponding to load points A-B. This figure ilustrates the
stress ditribution in the crou section as the sre increase
from the elastic range up to the plastic moment capacity.

A seen from the cxampk, the actu.l displacements ae on the
sam order u the ela sc displaceebnts. Even at 95 % of the
plastic moment capacity, te maximum displacement is only
160% of the displacment of first yield, snd the permanent
deformations ar only a f*ction (20%) of the displacemnts at
first yied. From thee results it can be concluded that if using
an allowsble stress of 1.0 S Is acceptale based on experience
andjudgemert that te deformations are sma in he elas
rante, the sme logic: can be used to just an illowsblc for
load into the in-elastic range. Therefore, using a stress
alowable of (.95X15)S based on elstic caulations (Le.,
pseudo eaticalDy) may be an appropriae openblitry llmi
provided the joke deformations can be justified.

ALLOWABLE DEFORMATIONS
The preceding discussions have focused on stress criteria for

determining yoke leg acceptability. Thee stress critexia have
been indirectly related to displacement critera by wing
cxperience and engineering judgement to determine the
deformations are smalL Before coming to a conclusion that
yoke stresses in the elstic-plutic range are sccpable an
evaluation of the actual deformations should be performed. Tbe
pcimary con)cern is that the yoke will permaently delouc
causing i mislignmed of the stern. Since a MOY Is a prcise
piece of mechnicd equipment fabricated to very tight
tolerances, it is important to ensure that yoke deformations will
not prohibit tbe valve -from performing its intendcd safety
function by caustig a binding of the stem. Permanent
deformation is the primary concern. Most MOVs are only
required to operate aftcr a seismic event, therefore only the
permanent deformations wnuld exist at that time. However,
even for valves %iich must operate during an event, permanent
deformation is the mai coocern.

. PL
7 31X

(1)

The load(P,) and the displaeernent(;) represent the point when
the extreme Gben of the yckecross secton firnt begin to yield.
Beyond this point(in the in-cl"-Sc rzngo), thcridpnMrct is
given by the following formula (Reference 3) . - function of
5:

a4fs3- L.JF2IyjaYPr]-
* (2)

Table I surnmarizes the relative magnitude of the loads and
displacements at various load point u calculated per Equations
(1) and (2). Figure 3 is i graph of Table 1 'howing applied
load (i.e. actuator mass times seismic acoe1eration) versus
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During sn event, the yoke Is moving from onc aiC to another
snd is At km maximum displAccnMt hfr only ihort pcTrod of
tm. Te valve will laily be able to stroke between
oscillations. lf the stedo bind, wil only be forfri ctoa
of a second when the yoke reaches im imu:m displca2(
and thcn I will release u tie yoke springs back to the o
sWde. The Lbuilt of a vale to stake under thes conditions is
continger0 on many factors, ncluding the eometry involved,
the stroke speed, the motor trip circutry, etc. and should be
Investigated on a case-by-ce baul.

eU critical area of concern Is a binding of the stm within the
packng chunber. Using elastio-pwsk analysi, the permAnt
deformation of the yoke leg can be calited and compared to
Ln allowable displacement. lbe Wisve vendor may have
dermined a dplcetcnent limit which ensures fuOctionaliy
ethetr through testing or analyss. Alernatively, an allovble
displacacat.can be calculated by examinin the clearances
(Including the fabrication and installation tokcanca) btween
stem and the packing dchamber to dacrmlne the inaximum
rotation due to Actuator diplAcment allowed for th sm.
Fiure 5 depicts a typical MOV dealing the clearacs in the
packing chamber area. Using then dmienslons in alowable
displaceenwt can be calculated. Additonl aess for conociu
include a binding In the disc gUde are ad a binding between
the stet ad itan nut (Emse bading rnodc only).

OTHER CONSIDERATiONS
the eximple, severl parmete wee cbosen such that the

problem would be easy to solve. tli section La Intended to
exulmn other scn ios and to determine wat Impact. If any,
they have on the conclusions of this approach.

The Imporunt factors which were noi Included In the example
ae: 1) wht ac the effects of thsat and torsion on the Yoke; 2)
wit dilferences ar there for lateral loads in the frine'
dirction; and 3) what about non-re-cangular yoke cross-
sections. *hcsc thrce items wil be examined in greater detail
below.

To consider the effects of Lii load combine with bending, the
plastic moment capacity for a cang member subjected to
Imn Lx load (F) will be considered. Consider the plastic
mhomcni strcss block for the rectangular section as shown in
Figurc 6. The quadonsofequilibrium cwkexprcssed

FuS:5* x - sZ *wr -xs (3

Solving thcse two cquations by substituting fr s and
simplifying, the plaitic moment (Ms) can be wintten u

Ss' . d'-r
M 4 Sr*

(5).

lbe moment which wokild be slowed by using a pseudo clstc
analysis with a stress allowsblC of 1.5 SJ can be cakulad by
setng the elastic stres (P/A + MS) equal to 1.5 3 or

4 (1.S * S, * ( ids

(6)

O7)

Setting Eq. (5) equal to Eq. (7) AM solving for P

F 5. v * d (NY

Or In other words, uing the pscudo elastic method will Yield a
conservative result as long u the axia stress Is less than 23 the
Ydstnss

V * d (2/3 - fr (9)

Since experice ahow that the stresses In valv yoke due to
thmst alone are wedl below Ihis level, wing the psecudo clas
approach will yield a conervtive rsu

Actuator torsion on the yoke is primarily nsuferred into a shear
couple which produces nbim modc bending on the yoke lesp.
Th load bu the potential to cause b-xl bending on Ihe yoke
kl. Bi~sxial bening in the inclastic region is a complex
phenomena. Because of te complexity, the approach
recommended to evalu this siUation, per Rternc 4, Is to
conservativelyapply a straight lin Interaction equation as shown
below.

X * -+ K,: 1.0 (10)

.. For ;.rectangular etion. -, and M, can be wrtn u

1 *(vI)

M S - X- S(dw-d-x) X# 2) 2-2 'y2 2
(4) Jf - 1.S * S, 1 1/6 d- d' (12)

By substitution, Equation (10) becomes

Ms6 + 1  XI 1.5 S
1i/6 * Y * da 1/6 * d * v1

(13)
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Which Is Identical to the pseudo elastic method. Therefore,
using the pseudo elastic method i also aceptable (a
consrvadvc) for the bi-axi bending ce. For bi-xial berdinl
combined with axial load, the conclusions determined abovs
remain vaid.

Another are which rmust be cwLoed I the afIles of 1lera]
loads in thc frme' direction. The cmimpleproblern looked W
'beam modoe bending; this sction examine the diffecrena
associated with *ftme mode' bnding. Figure 7 shows the
displaced ihape for a lateral lod In the hame dlection. Duc
to the relative rigidity of the atiacbod actuator, common practioe
in yoke analysis Is to cvluate the yoke c a guided iame (note
that each yoke leg bends independently). This forces the yokc
into a double bending mode. Equation (1) is still applicable.
however, it Is applicable to only half the overall length. In
other words, the length Scrm in Equstion (1) becomes L12 ard
the total diplacemet-la ideenuined.by.tsking. twice the
displacement at the yoke midpoint or

by02 P (L/2)5.
3E1

14)

Equation (2) remains unchanged, therefore the nornalized
relaonships shown in Table I nd Figur 3 are also unchanged.

Another sse to be examined is the differences 2isociated with
the vsrious cross seictions that ire used in yoke designs. The
most common yoke shap used on motor operated valves
include rectangular, tee-shaped, hollow circular segment, ard
rod shaped. The shape factor for a rectangle I 1.S as shown
eader=. For a typical tee-shaped yoke, the shape fAcior vanes
from approxinately 1.3 to 1.9 in the strong direction, and 1.6
to 1.8 in the ieask dirction. For hollow circular se«gmet
yoke, the shape factor ranges from about 1.45 to 1.6 in the
strong drcdtion, and from about 1.9 to 2.2 in the weak direction
(Rcf. 6). The hape fator for ssolid rod s 1.7. Ai scan be
seen above, the rectangle shape results in the smallest shape
factor far all of the common yoke shapes with the exception of
the strong dirction of the hollow circular segment which In
some extremeinsiancs canbebott3% les. Forthistypeof
yoke, the weak axs usually controls the design anyway. In
conclusion, using a shape factor of 1.5 is adequate for a
majority of.MOVr, however, if a unique yore shape is used
(i.e., W shipe) the effect of a reduced shape factor must be
considered:

Other ares of concern should also be pointed out beform
proceeding. This evaluation did not consider the potential for
yoke leg buckling. In some circumstancue with long slender
yokes, a buckling of the yoke kp under compression May
govern. This possibility should be investigated to ensure it will
not control the design. Anotheir ares for concern Is assoclated
with the actual torque to thruat conversioo 'whuch may be
arffcted by allowing the yoke to go into the inclastic range.
Permanent yoke deformations result in a stcm misaghmcnt
which will introducesa 'rte of loading' effect for the valve (sce
Ref. 7). When using tis approach, the rate of loading effect
due to stem misalignentc must be considered.

OTHER CONSERVATISMS
Using an esti-plasuic analysIs to evaluate MOVYoke leg

may cause concern about reducing te xisting safy margin.
Because of this, it Is woth noting other conservatisms that cxit
in an alysis of this naure. For intance, in the eximple, the
yoke matea Ws assumed to be La cstli-fotly plastic
matcrial with a yield srcgh of36.0keIn realiy the actual
yield strngt of tis materia would likely be iithe 'range of
10% to 20% higher (note that for *ay specific yoke, the actuli
yield strcngth could be equal to the minium). Furthermore,
th elatic-perfectly plstic assumptdon Is very coascrvavm
Actually, as the extme s of the ctoss sc= a been to
yield a certain amount at strain hardening Will ta plc (se
Figure 1). As a resuk the setual plastic moment espacity wi
bc signficaintly hicer than ca Lclted. Adtinaly, there u
cvetal ote conseas which exist. For hntace, the sum
Is normally nwt considered ia the anaysis.' In realt , for closed
vaves, thc Sem bh suppor the ctor thcrby reducinS the
loads on the yoke leg. For open valvea, the slim wll bclp-
support the achutor once all the pp. have closed. Also,the
accelactdons used to the yoke loads se usually bued
on conservative lysis techniques such u response spectra
analysis (as opposedto time history analysis). In summry tLere
is sti c a significast saey margin available In this typ of
evaluation even when using elasticplastic lysis techniques.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the actual permanent deformation of a valve

yokc subjected to bending sUrs inexcessof terial yid
strzngth is much sma than ofte thought. Dratic pernni t
deformaton does ant tkplae cc ODCC the yied strength is
ecded. On the codrar, a yoke wM continue to deflect t
near the elatat unlc the plastio morhen capacity Is
approached. Based on these ts, ct clssicanaly cn be
used to just operabiliy by comparing the calculated
permanent deformation to the vendor supplied displacement
lirnL If the vendor does not provide a displacement lmit, it
can be manuully calculaed if the valve cleranc ae known.

Using this approach is ot recommended for final design, rather
it is offered as an alternative evaluation method which can be
used to justiy continued operation. Use of this mehod can
resuk in aignificas cost savings witho t compromising plant
safety. Ther are many facton which must be considered on a
cac-by-se bails. Is Lhz valve normally open or normally
closed7 i !invv. lrcquimf to opctcduring the evcnt? What
arc the ctual gombiies assocIated with the valve? Al these
questions should be adequately dresed when performing an
analysis of this nature to ensure valve operability.
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TABLE 1

NORMALIZED LOADS AND DISPLACEMENT
AT SELECTED LOAD POINTS

Load Point Pipl PPF a rin.) _ 1'1

A 0.730 0.49 0.059 0.73 1.00

1.000 0.75 0.081 1.00 1.00

C 1.200 0.10 0.09 _ 1.21 0.113

D 1.42S 0.5 0.131 1.62 032

E 1S00 1.00 Ol.tt 2.22 0.00

P ' . 0.001 0.01

_ , 0.016 0.0

H 0.038 0..3

P - Applied lateral load
P. - Lateml load corresponding to first yield
Ps - lAterl load corrsponding to placotmcnt
I 5 ateW displacernent de to P
8, 5 tAtcral daplacement due to P,
A' - FPit derivative of 8 (stiless of yoke at load P)
8',5. Fint derivative of a, (stiffness of yoke at first yield)
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Figure 1

STRESS-STRAIN CURVE FOR TYPICAL CARBON STEEL
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E = 27,900 ksi

I

I
I

.j

El
I = Moment of Inertia
P = Applied Load

I

Figure 2

BEAM MODE BENDING EXAMPLE
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GRAPH OF LOAD VS. DISPLACEMENT

(normalized to first yield)
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7 Section Is fully elastic.
POINT A- Maximum stress Is 1.5 S = 26.25 ksl

INT B -Section reaches first yielding of extreme fibers.POIT Maximum stress Is Si = 36 ksl.

POINT- C - Extreme fibers have yielded.
Section Is In the elastic/plastic range.

_-Nl

Further yielding has taken place.
POINT D. -Center section Is still In elastic range.

Section Is fully plastic. Plastic Moment.
POINT E -Capacity Is reached a plastic hinge forms.

Dotted lines show actual material properties
POINT E - Including the effects of strain hardening.I XI

Figure 4
STRESS DIAGRAMS CORRESPONDING

TO SELECTED DATA POINTS
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16

31'

7 _

16

Follower
ID = 1.781 "
OD = 2.469"

Packing Chamber

OD _ 2.516"2.526N

Lantern Ring
ID = 1.781"
OD.= 2.50"

Backseat Bushing
ID=1.781 "

i

i

= .031 " {20.25'9)
U 2 A 4.25")

= 0.074"

Figure 5
ALLOWABLE DEFORMATIONS

(Beam Mode Bending)
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L I
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Yoke Cross Section Stress Block

7F = SY. .w. x -'SY "w (d -x) - F=O

* EM = SY o XS .w. (d-x)(x + (d -x)) Fd M d
2 . 2

Figure 6
COMBINED BENDING PLUS AXIAL LOAD
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Stem Nut

. =
-2

= 0.061'

NOTE. THAT ALLOWABLE DEFORMATION DUE
TO ROTATION IN THE PACKING CHAMBER
MUST ALSO BE EVALUATED

Figure 7
ALLOWABLE DEFORMATIONS

(Frame Mode Bending)
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The Cost of Data and Analysis

Two stories that demonstrate savings achieved by refusing to continue
dependency on A/E's and NSSS Suppliers for Data and Analysis that
should be resident at CornEd NOD.

Source: Interview s with 0. Shirani, NOD Engineer
June 1997

1 Business Planning, June 1997



Temporary Rigging Criteria
Engineering purchased from S&L load bearing data on key walls at the six sites.
Technical Information Documents (TIDs) for SWR and PWR walls were developed that allowed our own
engineering to analyze the loading of walls for temporary rigs during outages.

At every plant outage, Engineering purchased load bearing
evaluations from S&L. An average outage would require
between 80 to 200 evaluations at a charge ranging from
$3,000 to $7,000.

A ComEd engineer convinced all six sites and DG to contribute
$20,000 each toward tie purchase of the data on our walls
that would allow us to do our own analyses.

Engineer developed TIDIMS-03 (BWR Rigging Criteria) and TID-
MS-18 (PWR Rigging Criteria) for ComEd engineering use. The
Engineer trained 300 additional engineers in the new TlDs. Th
TIDs provide a step-by-step simple method to do the analysis
for each rig.

Some sites completely endorsed the TlDs and stopped using
S&L. Others were mor6 tentative. Overall the NOD used the
TIDs for 90% of the rigs per outage.

However, as more engineers from the 300 leave, there are
instances were S&L is asked to interpret our own TIDs for wor
on site.

* Cost Per outage pre-TlDs:
Low: 80 ovals x $3,000 = $240,000
High:200 evals x $7,000 = $1,400,000

* Annual Cost to NOD pre-TIDs:
(7 Outages)
Between $1,680,000 and $9,800,000

** One time charge for data to develop TIDs:
$20,000 x 7 sites = $140,000

* 90% usage of TlDs saves each site
between $216,000 and $1,260,000 in
S&L analyses each outage.

* 90% usage of TiDs saves the NOD
between $1,512,000 and $8,820,000
each year..

__ m

2 Business Planning, June 1997



Motor Operated Valves Seismic and Weak Link Analyses
Every time an MOV needed to be Upgraded or repaired, ComEd relied on S&L and other A/Es to do operability analyses
against the original qualification. S&L would have to contact the NSSS supplier (Westihghouse or GE) to obtain data for the
analysis. In many instances, the NSSS supplier would then contact the manufacturer to obtain the data. The final charge to
ComEd ranged between $12,000 to $15,000 per evaluation.

Very frequently, NSSS suppliers and A/Es were conjured in critical times to perform operability analyses on
MOVs. The cost of each evaluation was never challenged as these analyses were mostly done to meet a
certain time requirements to avoid bringing the unit down. The cost of these evaluations per valve ranged
between $12,000 and $15,000.

The following depicts how the charges added up for ComEd:

CornEd S&L NSSS
Release to r '> Contacts C => Contacts

S&L NSSS . OEM

OEM
==> Cotects

DataFinal Charge from S&L incorporated
charges they had to pay to obtain data
from Westinghouse, and the charge
that Westinghouse had to pay to obtain
data from the OEM

ComEd S&L Reviews
uses <= l NSSS

analysis Analysis

NSSS OEM
Does Returns

Analysis Data to NSSS

* The NRC requested the qualification of all 1,600 MOVs for higher thrust and seismic factors to meet the
new NRC GL-89-10 program. Our Engineer convinced our management to allow him to pursue purchasing
the data directly from the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). S&L strongly lobbied to stop this
initiative. Nevertheless, our Engineering approved the initiative. Our Engineer, contracted four independent
engineers to do the evaluations and calculations. They obtained the data from the OEMs and moved the
calculations to MATHCAD where it can be accessed and used by our own engineering force.

3 Business Planning. June 1997
.I,
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